
PANGLASS AUTO  GLASS MOVABLE WALL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Semi-Automatic Double Glazed Movable Partition Wall System; By hanging on the aluminum
guide rails on the ceiling, with special suspension elements and rollers, these elements and rollers
can move in multiple directions, move independently of each other, and can be stored in a specific
location. It is a system consisting of modules with a thickness of 100 mm and special double-sided
glass.
Each panel is moved independently and manually. The placement of the panels on the ceiling and the
floor in a way that ensures impermeability is provided by a system that moves and controls all
horizontal insulation profiles. The system works with electricity and provides automatic opening and
closing movement of horizontal insulation profiles.
Concave and convex anodized aluminum profiles meet at the joints between the modules. The
modules consist of 8/10/12 mm thick glass panels which are suspended on the body profile
bidirectionally. The mechanical systems in the hidden inner parts of the module are controlled by
electric motors. By moving the black anodized aluminum insulation bands on the upper and lower
lines of the modules up and down and by applying force to the surface, it provides sound insulation
and creates a gap-free wall. The system has sound insulation, TSE and ISO quality assurance system
certificates.

System thickness: 100 mm.
Total width :
Total height : Maximum 400 cm
Carrier Profile: Natural Anodized Aluminum, optionally static painted
Panel material: Aluminum frame and construction
Surface coating: 8/10/12 mm thick tempered or laminated tempered glass
Body profile: Welded Steel Construction Resistant to Bending
Sound insulation: 30 DB and 42 DB

Panel combination: Natural Anodized Aluminum Profile
Edge detail: 8 mm aluminum vertically and horizontally,
Insulation tapes: Upper and lower Insulation Tape 25 mm aluminum
Electricity requirement: 24/12 Volt
Mode of movement: by hand

Control system: Automatic
Rail : Top Aluminum 100x90 mm natural anodized aluminum
Roller type : Single/Double roller
Telescopic model : 70 mm. Horizontal Opening and Closing Movement should be possible.


